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The vigilante film is a film genre in which the protagonist or protagonists engage in vigilante behavior, taking
the law into their own hands. Vigilante films are usually revenge films in which the legal system fails
protagonists, leading them to become vigilantes.. In United States cinema, vigilante films gained prominence
during the 1970s with "touchstones" like Death Wish and Dirty Harry ...
Vigilante film - Wikipedia
Lestat de Lioncourt is a fictional character appearing in several novels by Anne Rice, including The Vampire
Lestat.He is a vampire who was the narrator and an antihero in the majority of The Vampire Chronicles
Lestat de Lioncourt - Wikipedia
I hope you have found this helpful and that you enjoy Cthulhu d20. I have granted permission (6/23/04) for
Chris Copeland to mirror and adapt these generators, with the understanding that they will always be freely
available to anyone who wants them.
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